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Introduction

In line the 3Rs, our work involves the development and validation of novel, reliable in vitro fish methods as an alternative to in
vivo studies. Using primary tissues, we have already developed a method of creation and testing of in vitro hepatic spheroids1 and aim to combine
these with an existing primary gill model2-5 to create a functional co-culture that is better able to predict in vivo uptake and metabolism of
contaminants. Such a model would Reduce the number of fish used in existing tests and Refine the method of exposure to test chemcials. In modelling
the in vivo exposure scenario, the gill culture can already tolerate the replacement of apical media with water, but only for ~2 days. It would be
extremely useful for a variety of applications if this duration could be extended.
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The aim of the current study
1. Membrane type
When compared to the standard membranes,
Results cells seeded onto Falcon HD inserts, GBO translucent,
transparent, collagen type 1 and Reinnervate Alvetex inserts all
failed to establish TEER above background after 10 days of growth.
Microscopy revealed few cells had attached to these membranes.

was therefore to investigate the effect of
different culture methods on the gill model
viability and to maximise its lifespan and
functionality post apical water addition

2. Gill pre-perfusion
The TEER values for the 4 combinations of
preparation techniques for the double seedings
are shown opposite. No sig. diff. in TEER between
the treatments through time were observed. This
data does not include a water addition stage.
3. Serum type.
We compared autologous fresh trout serum (TS) against
FBS in a series of 6 separate runs between Feb and Sept
2016, using a total of 13 biological replicates, each
cultured in 3 - 6 wells. The TEER data is displayed on right;
cultures receiving the TS media showed a significant
increase in TEER compared to those receiving FBS media
from Day 5 - 7. Immediately PWA, mean TEER of both
culture types rapidly increased and then declined fairly
consistently over the following 2 wks. Interestingly, the
FBS cultures maintained a significantly higher TEER than
the TS on Days 10 - 12. In a smaller experiment we also
compared fresh autologous (native) TS to a mixed TS
batch that was stored frozen until use. There appears to
be a slight benefit in using fresh serum over batch-frozen
serum (opposite) but both types support cell culture.
4. Membrane area. We compared the effect of area
on culture characteristics using up to 10 biological
replicates, each replicated in 3 - 6 wells. One way to
analyse this data (left)
is to compare the number of days that individual cultures remained
viable (TEER >5 KΩ cm2)5 PWA. All 3 formats produced cultures that
lasted for at least 12 days, but there was a significant increase in mean
duration for 4.2 cm2 above 0.9 cm2 and 0.9 cm2 above 0.3 cm2 formats.
Right: SEM imaging of
typical DSI culture
surface structure and
morphology from 4.2
cm2 inserts; a – f
culture development through symmetrical (a - c) and
asymmetrical (d - f) conditions (d-f) using apical US EPA MHW.
24 h post 1st seed (a), confluent layer 24 h post 2nd seed (b) and
clearly defined cell junctions and range of surface microridge
morphology at 7 days (c). At 2 days PWA culture displays broad
range of surface morphology and structures (d). At 10 days
PWA with a high TEER maintained, cell junction definition and
surface microridges are both reduced but other surface
morphology has developed (e). At 18 days surface layer shows
clear degradation and loss of viability (f). Higher magnification
of surface morphologies (g; magnified region from (d) and
different example (h)) of suspected MR cells with finger-like
apical microridge projections. An apical crypt-like
structure (i; magnified from c).
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Methods
We investigated 4 protocol
alterations from the standard
methods5 that we considered
might improve the subsequent
culture characteristics. These
were tested against control
cultures by monitoring
Transepithelial Electrical
resistance (TEER)

pre-perfusion
of gill to clear
blood prior to
cell harvest

3. Replacement
of FBS with heat
inactivated
autologous
serum

4. Use of inserts with
different membrane
areas seeded at the
same seeding ratio
(cells/cm2)

Discussion
(1) Despite the wide range of use of these membrane types in cell
culture from other species, the use for gill cells proved unsuccessful
in improving culture characteristics.
(2) No differences in culture TEER following pre-perfusion of gills
were found, but we do consider the perfusion method to add value
to this model in terms of reduced preparation time and reduced
materials cost.
(3) The TS supplemented cultures attained a higher TEER than the
FBS cultures during early establishment. However, the key finding
in this experiment was that both culture types maintained a mean
TEER >5 KΩ cm2 for 12 days PWA. This is longer than the previously
reported values of up to 48 h4,5. While we do not have a
satisfactory explanation for why this is, the methodology
does have scope for subtle differences in fish husbandry,
cell harvest and culture. We have also conducted SEM
investigations into culture surface structure.
(4) A working theory as to the improvements observed
in culture longevity was that the larger cell numbers
supported by the 4.2 cm2 inserts created a culture that
was better able to support a high TEER. This was not
fully supported by the data which showed all insert sizes
supported cultures for up to 12 days, but that the larger
inserts did so more often. It remains unclear if this is
due to a methodology difference or an underlying
difference in culture characteristics.
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